ABOUT

The Nexus European Youth Summit on Innovative Philanthropy and Social Entrepreneurship 2013 aims to increase and improve philanthropy, impact investing and social entrepreneurship by convening diverse communities of youth for inspiration, learning and commitment to collaborative action.

The Summit will bring together young wealth-holders, social entrepreneurs and allies from around the world for a series of inspiring and thought-provoking conversations exploring the most pertinent social issues, the most innovative approaches to creating change and the most impactful ways to learn and collaborate together.

WELCOME

Nexus is a growing and dynamic network of young philanthropists, investors and social entrepreneurs who come together to discuss innovative solutions to the world’s problems.

We are excited to welcome you into our community and hope you will take the opportunity to meet many new friends and allies at this summit.

We have gathered exceptional change-makers and thought-leaders all committed to connecting, collaborating and taking on leadership roles for our generation in shaping a better future. We invite you to learn, listen and share ideas, experiences and questions with one another and to see this weekend as an opportunity for reflection and growth.

We also ask that you help us maintain our culture of non-solicitation. Together we are planting the seeds of conversations that can grow into ideas that will change the world one day. Let’s work to ensure it is sooner rather than later!

Thank you for joining us,

Jonah Wittkamper
Co-Founder & Global Director

Rachel Cohen Gerrol
Co-Founder & Global Curator

James Hurrell
Director of Nexus Europe
SOCIAL

Opportunities to take the conversation further, during and beyond the Summit.

COLLABORATION LUNCH

It’s OK to eat while you talk! See pages 7 & 8.

AFFINITY DINNER

Always a very popular part of the programme, the Affinity Dinner is an opportunity for participants to network in a more intimate and relaxed environment, enjoying conversations themed around areas of shared interest. Places are limited and, though subsidised, ticketed at £50 per person. To book your place: europeaffinitydinner2013.eventbrite.com.

OPEN SUNDAY

In response to feedback from our previous Summits, this Sunday is completely open space! It’s a bit of an experiment, providing more time for you to have deeper, longer or more diverse conversations of your choosing. We’ll finish early after brunch. But we encourage you to make your own plans to keep meeting, talking, planning and exploring the city together!

ONLINE

Find us online!

thenexussummit
nexusyouthsummit
nexusyouthsummit.org

Official Twitter hashtag #NexusEU
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

FRIDAY 10 MAY 2013

The Royal Institution, 21 Albemarle Street, London W1S 4BS

7:00pm Reception and Registration

7:30pm Welcome
Rachel Cohen Gerrol, Co-Founder & Global Curator of Nexus
James Hurrell, Director of Nexus Europe

7:50pm Opening Plenary: The Power of Collaboration
Finding Our Purpose Together
Nellie Morris, Co-Founder of Kantian Advisors
Alexandra Douwes, Co-Founder of Kantian Advisors

Using Our Time, Talent and Treasure for Change
Marlon Roudette, Musician & Global Ambassador for EndGame Campaign
Tarek Mouganie, Philanthropist & Trustee of Arms Around The Child UK
Kiran Sharma, Philanthropist & Managing Director of KIKIT Entertainment

9pm Speed Networking
ends 10pm

SATURDAY 11 MAY 2013

The Clubhouse, 11-14 Grafton Street, London W1S 4EW

8:30am Registration & Breakfast

9am Welcome
James Hurrell, Director of Nexus Europe
Jonah Wittkamper, Co-Founder & Global Director of Nexus
Adam Blaskey, Founder & CEO of The Clubhouse

9:10am Plenary: Inspire to Action
Mike Dickson, Founder & CEO of Rainmaker Foundation
Camila Batmanghelidjh CBE, Founder & Director of Kids Company
Carolina Gonzalez-Bunster, Founder & CEO of The Walkabout Foundation
Tristram Stuart, Author & Founder of Feed the 5000

10:10am Breakouts 1
Breakout 1.1: Diverse Approaches to Sustainability
Paul Lister, Philanthropist & Founder of The European Nature Trust
Jacobo Peleteiro, Director of European Development of The GREEN Program
Alexis Leroy, Founder of Allcot Group LLC
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:20am</td>
<td><strong>Breakouts 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Gallery</td>
<td><strong>Breakout 2.1: Cross-Generational Wisdom &amp; Creative Capitalism</strong></td>
<td>Logan Morris, Advisory Associate, Snowden Capital Advisors LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alexandra Douwes, Co-Founder of Kantian Advisors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stephen Brenninkmeijer, Impact investor &amp; Philanthropist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Boardroom</td>
<td><strong>Breakout 2.3: For Profit For Good – Social Enterprise &amp; Social Investment</strong></td>
<td>Robyn Scott, Co-Founder of OneLeap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Schaeffer Brown, Prime Minister of Maiden Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jake Hayman, CEO of The Social Investment Consultancy UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:20pm</td>
<td><strong>Collaboration Lunch</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Global Food Waste Scandal</td>
<td>with Tristram Stuart, Feed the 5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taking Social Good to a Global Scale</td>
<td>with the United Nations Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turning Pollution into Profits</td>
<td>with Damascus Fortune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internet Access for All</td>
<td>with Ed Perkins, A Human Right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30pm</td>
<td><strong>Plenary 3: Investing to Change the Future – Business, Philanthropy &amp; Social Enterprise</strong></td>
<td>Richard Reed, Co-Founder of Innocent Smoothies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Michele Giddens, Co-Founder of Bridges Ventures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cameron Saul, Co-Founder of Bottletop Bags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Florman, Strategic Adviser &amp; Industry Ambassador of the British Venture Capital Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:40pm</td>
<td><strong>Breakouts 3</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clublounge</td>
<td><strong>Breakout 3.1: Taking a Stand Against Gender Based Violence</strong></td>
<td>Heather Malloy, Co-Chair of Friends of Coalition Against Trafficking in Women International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>William Muir, CEO of Equal Community Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Julia Lalla-Maharajh, Founder &amp; CEO of The Orchid Project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Boardroom  
**Breakout 3.2: New Models in Philanthropy – If It Ain’t Broke, Why Fix It?**  
Mary Glanville, Managing Director of the Institute for Philanthropy  
Fran Perrin, Philanthropist & Founder of The Indigo Trust  
Marcelle Speller, Philanthropist & CEO of Localgiving.com

The Gallery  
**Breakout 3.3: Next-Gen Family Business Successors Driving Social Change**  
Eveline Maas, Next Generation Programme Manager at ABN AMRO Private Wealth Management  
Saad Umerani, Director and Founder of Pro Bono Advisory, ValuStrat Consulting  
Stef van Dongen, Founder & Chief Executive Officer of Enivu

3:50pm  
**Breakouts 4**  
The Boardroom  
**Breakout 4.1: Film & Media for Social Change**  
Christian Angermayer, Founding Donor of Cinema for Peace Foundation  
Peter Glatzer, Co-Founder of SHFT

The Gallery  
**Breakout 4.2: Next Steps for the Next Generation**  
Sue Daniels, Executive Director of Philanthropy Impact  
Gray Keller, Author & Philanthropist  
Adam Pike, Co-Founder & CEO of Young Philanthropy

Clublounge  
**Breakout 4.3: Constellations**  
Melissa Roussopoulos, Constellations Practitioner

Meeting Room  
**Breakout 4.4: Governance as a Structure in the Family Business as well as in the Family Office**  
Vanessa Faktor, PhD from the University of St. Gallen  
Dissertation on 'New Family Office Governance'

5pm  
**Closing Plenary: Philanthrocapitalism & The Everyday Philanthropist**  
Matthew Bishop, Chief Business Writer & US Business Editor of The Economist  
Ruma Bose, Serial Entrepreneur & Author  
Michael Green, CEO of the Social Progress Imperative & Co-Author of Philanthrocapitalism  
ends 6pm

7:30pm  
**Affinity Dinner**  
Advance ticket purchase required: europeaffinitydinner2013.eventbrite.com  
Open to Nexus European Youth Summit participants only, limited places.

**SUNDAY 12 MAY 2013**

Venue to be confirmed

10am  
**Brunch and Participant-Led Conversations**  
ends 1:30pm
BREAKOUT SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

SATURDAY 11 MAY 2013

10:10am
Breakouts 1
Clublounge

Breakout 1.1: Diverse Approaches to Sustainability
Less than five percent of global philanthropy goes to supporting nature and wildlife, while investing in a “cleaner greener” world benefits our health and welfare, helps alleviate poverty, provides jobs and boosts rural economies. Come listen to how three change-makers from around the world are taking on sustainability in innovative ways. From helping preserve and restore the last remaining areas of wilderness and degraded habitats in Europe to creating new educational models so university students can learn to be more socially responsible and green conscious - these new approaches are moving the needle on assuring a greener future for us all. Also learn about the growing field of energy trading and carbon offsetting as an innovative way to build successful partnerships with companies who value the environment.

The Gallery

Breakout 1.2: Innovation to Transformation – Impact Investing & Venture Philanthropy
The field of impact investing is attracting growing numbers of organizations and increasing amounts of money. By some estimates there are nearly 200 registered impact investment funds, and many foundations, networks and mainstream financial institutions are active in the field. Impact investors and venture philanthropists, however, have a range of expectations about appropriate financial and social returns. Some investors are drawn by the hope of earning substantial financial returns by investing in businesses that have a social mission. Others are drawn by the desire to achieve more sustainable impact than they could achieve through philanthropy alone. This session will discuss a number of important themes in this ever so important and growing field and how it can play a significant and transformative role for the 2.7 billion people who live on incomes of less than $2 a day.

The Boardroom

Breakout 1.3: The Entrepreneurial Generation
This session will offer three entrepreneurs’ perspectives on how entrepreneurship is influencing our education system and our workforce. Millennials see that our economy is more driven by how we use what we know, than just what we know. As a result, more young people than ever before are understanding the opportunities intrinsic in learning entrepreneurial skillets and becoming involved in entrepreneurship.
11:20am  Breakouts 2
The Gallery  Breakout 2.1: Cross-Generational Wisdom & Creative Capitalism
Through an intimate discussion between two generations of one of Europe’s largest family dynasties, this session will explore two different perspectives on the legacy of a family and how different generations are driving change for the future. Hearing from both an industry change agent who has driven social investment initiatives worldwide after 30 years in the family business, as well as a millennial looking to give the next generation a seat at the table, this conversation will explore how generations of a distinguished family are learning from each other.

Clublounge  Breakout 2.2: Accelerating Progress in Africa
Corporate Social Responsibility has become an essential element of doing business of all companies. Social initiatives that benefit stakeholders and the community are very important when it comes to Corporate Social Responsibility. When it comes to International Expansion, it is quite evident that the global business environment has becomes increasingly interconnected. This has made it paramount for corporations to expand their businesses to both developed and developing countries. Africa’s market place is growing at a rapid rate and in order to accelerate the progress in Africa we must consider both of these factors.

The Boardroom  Breakout 2.3: For Profit For Good – Social Enterprise & Social Investment
A discussion on the big challenges and opportunities that social enterprise is bringing to the traditional philanthropy sector. Our panelists will promise to row over whether revenue rather than grant models can deliver more 'good', whether it’s OK to get rich by saving the world and whether social investment can help people with good ideas grow bigger, quicker.

12:20pm  Collaboration Lunch
The Global Food Waste Scandal with Tristram Stuart, Feed the 5000
All the world's nearly one billion hungry people could be lifted out of malnourishment on less than a quarter of the food that is wasted in the US and Europe. That and more astounding revelations from author and campaigner Tristram Stuart will make sure you eat all your lunch, in his lunchtime presentation.

Taking Social Good to a Global Scale with the United Nations Foundation
Alongside United Nations Week in New York, a three-day Social Good Summit last year included “The Global Conversation.” With participants from nearly 150 countries, it was the largest single-day conversation on social change in the world. Inspired by this success, the UN Foundation is launching +SocialGood, hoping to ensure that this global conversation continues everywhere, every day, by uniting a global community of innovators around a shared vision that technology and new media can contribute to a better world. Join a lunch hosted by the United Nations Foundation and work with us to consider how together we ensure the success of +SocialGood and how you are a key part of the equation in helping us to take this to global scale.
Turning Pollution into Profits with Damascus Fortune

Come meet Erum Azeez, an entrepreneur featured on Unreasonable@Sea and learn about how Damascus Fortune Technologies, the only company in the world converting carbon emissions from industrial factories into the strongest materials known to man—carbon nanotubes. This material has innumerable applications, from semiconductors to spaceships! They are looking for strategic partners to optimize and distribute their technology and also to grow their existing intellectual property portfolio.

Internet Access for All with Ed Perkins, A Human Right

Join Ed Perkins to learn about A Human Right, a campaign to connect the 68% of the world’s population who don’t have Internet access. After running a pioneering crowdfunding campaign—But This Satellite—their latest initiatives bring together governments, telecommunications companies, and Internet users from around the world to help connect the disconnected. We’re excited to share our experiences and hear your ideas for three new projects: Connect St. Helena, the Bandwidth Bank, and FreedomPop.

2:40pm
Breakouts 3

Clublounge

Breakout 3.1: Taking a Stand Against Gender Based Violence

This session will seek to explore gender-based violence, the impact that gender-based violence has on individuals and on society, and strategies for making our world a safer place for women and girls.

The Boardroom

Breakout 3.2: New Models in Philanthropy – If It Ain’t Broke, Why Fix It?

A provocative discussion between two eminent philanthropists with divergent approaches to giving: One a social entrepreneur and one a grant-maker. How strategic and innovative can traditional grant-making really be? Does following a business model ensure a more successful outcome or is it just as reliant on the delivery mechanism? Join us to ask your most challenging questions about how philanthropy can really achieve social change.

The Gallery

Breakout 3.3: Next-Gen Family Business Successors Driving Social Change

A strategy consulting firm from UAE collaborates with one of the most innovative impact investing entrepreneurs from The Netherlands to make a direct impact in India. Hear how inheriting a family business became an opportunity to do good, which was good for business.
3:50pm  Breakouts 4

The Boardroom  Breakout 4.1: Film & Media for Social Change
Through the use of film and digital media, more young people are finding ways to connect with organizations, causes and people they never would have found before. Join a lively discussion with two experts in the field who will share examples of how film can play a significant role in highlighting inequality, injustice and inhumanity. You will also get an inside look at how a new digital platform is using video, art and design to inspire a more conscious way of living and partnering with private sector companies who share core values to build even more momentum.

The Gallery  Breakout 4.2: Next Steps for the Next Generation
Plan your philanthropic journey, or prepare your investing strategy by thinking about what support you need, what impact you want to have and what you’d like to learn. With guidance and inspiration, case studies of giving circles and practical exercises to get you set up and ready to.

Clublounge  Breakout 4.3: Constellations
Any philanthropic enterprise depends on the quality of the relationships between the people and groups involved. Usually invisible, Constellations brings these to light for the benefit of all. This will be an experiential session – come with an open mind and prepared to have a go.

Meeting Room  Breakout 4.4: Governance as a Structure in the Family Business as well as in the Family Office
Interactive workshop on governance as a structure covering all areas of the family business/family office from the targeted selection of HR, the building of appropriate risk management, the education for succession of younger generation, based on the family legacy and the family values.
SPEAKERS’ BIOGRAPHIES

Christian Angermayer, Founding Donor of Cinema for Peace Foundation

Christian Angermayer is a Partner and Co-CEO of the Angermayer, Brumm & Lange Group. He is responsible for the strategic orientation of the financial services group, being in charge of business development, international relations and the Investment Banking business field. In December 1998, Christian Angermayer and Peter Brumm founded an Asset Management company, which became the starting point for today’s financial services group. In addition to his entrepreneurial activities, Christian Angermayer places great value on social and societal commitments. On behalf of all the Partners, he is a member of the “Young Global Leaders” and a member of the Advisory Council of the Global Growth Company Program of the World Economic Forum (WEF). Moreover, Christian Angermayer is a founding donor and Supervisory Board member of the Cinema for Peace Foundation and Co-Host of the annual Cinema for Peace Award.

Roberta Annan, North America Chapter Head of Africa 2.0

Roberta Annan is the Chapter Head for Africa 2.0, a Pan-African civil society organization that consists of over 300 young and emerging leaders from Africa and the Diaspora who share a collective vision for Africa and a commitment to finding and implementing sustainable solutions capable of leapfrogging the development of the continent. She is also the Founder and CEO of her own company, Roberta Annan Consulting in New York and Ghana that aligns businesses interested in the African Market with the right Government and Private Sector Partners. She recently partnered with Adoreum Partners, a Luxury Business Development company based in London to help expand their work in the African Region.

Camila Batmanghelidjh CBE, Founder & Director of Kids Company

Camila Batmanghelidjh is founder and director of Kids Company - offering emotional, practical and educational support to some 11,000 children. The overarching goal is to help strengthen community cohesion, in the face of seemingly insurmountable challenges. The charity focuses on the needs of vulnerable young people without kowtowing to current fads or the latest Government pronouncements. Their multi-disciplinary approach addresses health, housing, emotional wellbeing, sports and youth justice – as well as education and employment. Camila leads a dedicated and united team, who have so far raised over £50 million in funding. Since Kids Company started life in six disused railway arches in South London, she has twice re-mortgaged her flat to see the charity through hard times. Camila trained in child psychology at the Tavistock Centre. Severely dyslexic, she completed her studies using a tape recorder instead of pen and paper. She has since won several awards, including the title Ernst & Young Social Entrepreneur of the Year. Her book, Shattered Lives: Children living with Courage and Dignity, was shortlisted for the Young Minds Book Prize.

Matthew Bishop, Chief Business Writer & US Business Editor of The Economist


Ruma Bose, Serial Entrepreneur & Author

Ruma Bose is a serial entrepreneur, author and philanthropist. She is a Partner at the Innovators Fund and was most recently, President and Co-CEO of Sprayology. She is the co-author of the bestselling book, “Mother Theresa, CEO” which demonstrates the management and leadership principles of Mother Teresa. She sits on a number of Boards, including the Fundraising Committee on the National Board of the Girl Scouts of America, Creative Visions, WEConnect International and Fonderie 47. Named a “2011 Next Generation Change Maker in Philanthropy”, she is a frequent speaker at philanthropy and entrepreneurship related conferences and has received global media recognition for her achievements. She has been featured in several prominent publications including The Economist, Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, Los Angeles Times and Fast Company.
Stephen Brenninkmeijer, Impact investor & Philanthropist

Stephen is a private impact investor and philanthropist with interests in financial infrastructure, education, social entrepreneurship and mental health. He has invested in over 15 businesses and funds. Prior to starting this activity in 2002, he worked for 27 years in his family business, C&A, in Europe, USA, Japan, etc. Stephen is Principal of Willows Investments, founding Chairman of NFTE UK (Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship) and is a board member of the Schwab Foundation, responsAbility, Social Stock Exchange, Grassroots Business Fund, as well as a number of non-profit organisations.

Elizabeth Schaeffer Brown, Prime Minister of Maiden Nation

With degrees in Anthropology from Columbia University and Design from Parsons, Elizabeth Brown represents a brand development vanguard uniting global, technological, and social concerns. She has introduced leading international brands, like Sony Ericsson, into the North American market. Additionally, Elizabeth has founded many sustainable branding initiatives including Choose Haiti and Maiden Nation. By harnessing the power of social media, coordinating diverse businesses and artisans, and expanding access through global commerce, Elizabeth is focused on how new consumers think about and choose products. Her work has been featured in Fast Company, Time, BBC, CNN and Mashable.

Sue Daniels, Executive Director of Philanthropy Impact

Sue has over 25 years’ international senior executive and consulting experience in corporate and charity sectors focusing on governance, strategy, marketing and development. Sue joined EAPG in February 2010 to review its strategy, develop the education and advocacy activities and initiatives and build on the partnership programs. In December 2012 Sue integrated EAPG, Philanthropy UK and the Professional Advisors Forum to create Philanthropy Impact. Philanthropy Impact aims to inspire and make sense of philanthropy, across causes, sectors and borders, in the UK and beyond.

Anastasia Dellaccio, Strategic Outreach for United Nations Foundation

Anastasia oversees strategic outreach for the United Nations Foundation as part of the global public affairs and communications team. This outreach work includes helping plan strategic initiatives and events such as the Social Good Summit, Rio+Social and recently helped to launch a new holiday focused on giving back called #GivingTuesday. Anastasia’s job includes pan-foundation communications as she also provides strategic and communications advice to many UN Foundation programs such as Better World Campaign, Shot@Life and Girl Up. Anastasia recently won a PR Award from PR News on work she did for Rio+Social and #GivingTuesday. In addition to her work with the UN Foundation, Anastasia Dellaccio is co-owner of Dolci Gelati an artisan all natural gelato company and is in charge of marketing, communications and the overall development and growth of the brand.

Rajeeb Dey, Founder & CEO of Enternships.com

Rajeeb is the Founder & CEO of Enternships.com – online portal that connects students and graduates to internships and jobs within start-ups & fast growing businesses for which he was named the “02 X Young Entrepreneur of the Year” in 2009. He was awarded the Queen’s Award for Enterprise Promotion in 2013; the world’s youngest Young Global Leader by the World Economic Forum in 2012 (aged just 26) and recognised as one of the 1000 Most Influential People in London by The Evening Standard newspaper. Enternships works directly with 4500+ businesses as well as developing innovative talent programmes with clients such as Telefonica’s Wayra Accelerator, Havas and Santander Bank. He is also the Co-Founder of StartUp Britain – a national entrepreneurship campaign launched by the Prime Minister in March 2011. Rajeeb is a Trustee of UnLtd – the Foundation for Social Entrepreneurs, Advisory Board Member of Channel 4 (Education) and the UKTI Sub-Saharan Africa Taskforce. Rajeeb graduated with First Class Honours in Economics & Management from the University of Oxford.

Mike Dickson, Founder & CEO of Rainmaker Foundation

Mike Dickson is the Founder and CEO of the Rainmaker Foundation, a collaborative charity that aims to inspire generosity by connecting people with causes they care about, to achieve greater impact together. Highly respected and experienced within the charitable sector, Mike was the CEO and Co-Founder of the successful children’s charity Whizz-Kidz, and has advised numerous philanthropists and organisations on their charitable giving. Known as our ‘Generosity Guru’, Mike has also written two thought-leadership books on generosity, “The More you Give”
and "Please Take One* (One Step Towards a More Generous Life)".

**Ditta Dolejšiová**, Director of University of Youth

Ditta Dolejšiová is a social entrepreneur, policy developer and educator working with international and national organisations, globally, and in particular in Europe and Latin American contexts, on the themes of youth unemployment, global education, volunteering, human rights, intercultural learning, participation and citizenship, gender, conflict transformation, social innovation and e-learning. Currently, acts as Director of University of Youth, a Brazilian NGO that works with capacity building, youth employment services, knowledge development and counselling in the field of youth and youth policy. As a consultant she contributed to the development of the Strategies on Youth of United Nations Development Programme, United Nations' Volunteers, as well as the Municipality of Rio de Janeiro, and the State of Pernambuco, Brazil. Her previous professional experiences include the coordination of educational and research e-learning programmes for the Network University Foundation, and the management of the Programme for Strengthening Global Development Education in the Visegrad countries of the North-South Centre of the Council of Europe. She holds a Master’s degree in International Relations from the International School for Humanities and Social Sciences at the University of Amsterdam in the Netherlands. Born in Bratislava, Slovakia, and currently lives in Brazil.

**Stef van Dongen**, Founder & Chief Executive Officer of Enivu

Stef van Dongen is an "impact-driven" entrepreneur. His company Enivu starts impact-driven companies and communities. Through Enivu, he combines economic insights, mass collaboration methods, communication and new technologies to enable large numbers of people to come together to make a positive impact.

**Alexandra Douwes**, Co-Founder of Kantian Advisors

In an effort to bridge the gap between the socially conscious millennial generation and the rest of the more traditional business world, Alexandra joined Kantian Advisors, a consulting firm that helps companies integrate millennial beliefs, behaviours and social impact focus into their business strategy. Prior to Kantian, Alexandra was an Associate Consultant at Bain & Company and an Expansion Intern for Acumen Fund where she supported Acumen’s global expansion team with a particular focus on researching entrepreneurial activity and fundraising models in Southeast Asia. She also has experience working at ING Bank and Sotheby’s Auction House. Alexandra currently holds a board position on the Friends of Princeton Field Hockey board.

**Vanessa Faktor**, PhD from the University of St. Gallen

Dr. Vanessa Faktor specialized for her PHD from the University of St. Gallen on corporate governance and wrote her doctoral dissertation on 'New Family Office Governance'. Her thesis, based on intensive research over the last 3 years in Europe and the U.S. focusing on corporate governance enabling High Net Worth Individuals to successfully maintain and transmit their wealth to the next generation, illustrates the advantages of corporate governance as a systematic structure for family businesses as well as family offices.

**Rocco Falconer**, Founder & CEO of Planting Promise

Rocco Falconer founded Planting Promise in 2008 after visiting Sierra Leone and being inspired to make a difference. Planting Promise is dedicated to the development of education in Sierra Leone. Its aim is to bring opportunities to initiate self-run, self-supporting projects that offer real solutions to the difficulties facing the world’s poorest country. They currently run five projects that aim to bring wealth into the country through business, the profits from which are then used to support free education for children and adults. Through the combination of business with social progress, the charity hopes that they are providing real, lasting and profound changes for the better, by promoting sustainable and beneficial industry in the country, and putting it to the service to the needs of the people. Winner of the Vodafone Foundation’s World of Difference Award in 2010, and runner-up of the Beacon Fellowship young philanthropist of the year award 2010, Rocco served as a Second Lieutenant in the army before going to Cambridge University where he got a double first in English.

**Mark Florman**, Strategic Adviser & Industry Ambassador of the British Venture Capital Association

Mark is the Strategic Adviser and Industry Ambassador for the BVCA, he served as Chief Executive from 2011 to April 2013. From the mid-
1980s as a Director of County Bank and then as a Partner of Enskilda Securities, he advised on corporate restructurings, M&A and equity capital markets. Mark co-founded Maizels, Westerberg & Co. which became a leading independent firm in M&A and corporate restructurings. Between 2001 and 2008 he was Senior Principal at the European private equity firm, Doughty Hanson. Mark co-founded the Centre for Social Justice in 2004, the UK think tank regarding social justice and poverty.

**Michele Giddens, Co-Founder of Bridges Ventures**

Michele Giddens is Co-Founder and Partner of Bridges Ventures, where she focuses on strategy, investor relations, public relations and social impact assessment. Michele has over 15 years of international development and social finance experience. She was an Investment Officer with International Finance Corporation, the private sector financing arm of the World Bank Group in Eastern Europe in the early 1990’s, then spent 8 years with Shorebank Corporation, which was one of the leading community development banks in the USA. There she ran small business lending programmes in Russia, Central and Eastern Europe, advised on microfinance in Bangladesh, the Middle East and Mongolia and did research in the US community development finance sector. Michele is a founder and Partner of Bridges Ventures and focuses on strategy, investor relations, public relations and social impact assessment. Michele has a BA Honours in politics, philosophy & economics from Oxford University and an MBA from Georgetown University, Washington, DC. She is a Trustee of the Young Foundation and was an adviser to the Social Investment Task Force and Chair of the Community Development Finance Association (cdfa) 2003-2005.

**Mary Glanville, Managing Director of the Institute for Philanthropy**

Mary Glanville is Managing Director of the Institute for Philanthropy in London. With offices in New York and London, the IFP is one of the world’s leading organisations providing education and thought leadership in strategic philanthropy. Before joining the Institute, Mary worked with the Gibraltar-based Bonita Trust, creating and implementing the strategy for the international expansion of the Trust’s work in the United Kingdom, India, Bulgaria and Afghanistan. Key to the success of the Trust’s approach to grant-making was working in partnership with grantees to allow them to develop their own strategy, as well as leveraging technology to achieve greater outreach for the charities and institutions Bonita supported. Prior to this, Mary spent twenty-one years working in the international media industry in a variety of commercial and managerial roles at Board level, for companies including Virgin, Zenith and Central Television plc, before co-founding an international multiple platform content building company with the late Douglas Adams. Mary has an M.A. in Modern Languages from Oxford University and a law degree from the University of Westminster.

**Peter Glatzer, Co-Founder of SHFT**

Peter Glatzer is an independent film producer with six feature films to his credit. Prior to producing, he was the executive director of The Hamptons Film Festival and the creator of the IFP Gotham Awards. He created and produced the TV show ALTER ECO with Adrian Grenier for Discovery, before they co-founded the digital media platform SHFT.COM. With a mission to nudge sustainable ideas into mainstream culture, SHFT looks at environmentalism through a different lens, and strives to find creative, inspiring, market-driven solutions to climate change. Its board members include: Richard Branson, Arianna Huffington, and Bill Ford. In its second year, SHFT won two Webby Awards for best website in its category, and a plethora of positive press.

**Michael Green, CEO of the Social Progress Imperative and Co-Author of Philanthrocapitalism**

Michael Green is an economist and writer, based in London. He is an adviser to the Big Society Network and a fellow of the Royal Society of Arts. Michael has worked in aid and development for nearly twenty years. He was a senior official in the British Government where he worked on international finance, managed UK aid to Russia and Ukraine, served three Secretaries of State as head of the communications department at the Department for International Development, and oversaw £100 million annual funding to nonprofits. It was through his role in government that he saw the rising influence of the philanthropists in the fight against poverty.

**Carolina Gonzalez-Bunster, Founder & CEO of The Walkabout Foundation**

Carolina quit her job at Goldman Sachs to pursue a long-time dream. Carolina and her brother Luis founded The Walkabout Foundation in 2009. Walkabout focuses on finding a cure for paralysis and donating wheelchairs to people in need, restoring to them their freedom and independence.
**Wolfgang Hafenmayer**, Managing Partner of LGT Venture Philanthropy

Wolfgang Hafenmayer is the Managing Partner of LGT Venture Philanthropy, with the mission to improve the quality of life of less advantaged people. To realize the mission, Wolfgang built a team of 25 investment managers and philanthropy advisors on five continents to identify and support young, strongly growing organizations with outstanding social and environmental impact. Today around 7 million less advantage people benefit from the around 30 portfolio companies of LGT VP. A growing number of clients enjoys the advice and investment skills of the global LGT VP team with significant local expertise, networks and experience. If you want to get inspired, please enjoy www.lgtvp.com. Before starting LGT Venture Philanthropy in 2007 Wolfgang gained rich experience in the industry as an investment manager with BonVenture, the first social venture fund in german-speaking Europe and helped set up Forma Futura, a sustainable asset management company. Previously, he was the executive director of the IT and management consulting firm Consileon and also worked for the consultancy Bain & Company. During a trip around the world he interviewed 230 social entrepreneurs, politicians and scientists in 26 countries and recorded his findings in his book “Die Zukunftsmacher/The FutureMaker”. Wolfgang holds a degree in economics from the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland.

**Jake Hayman**, CEO of The Social Investment Consultancy UK

Jake is a serial entrepreneur who currently serves as Founder/CEO to both social enterprise Future First and social impact advisory firm, The Social Investment Consultancy. Jake is an investor in a number of start-up businesses and was named as a Future 50 Entrepreneur in 2013. Jake won a social enterprise fellowship to Columbia Business School in 2012 and funded his businesses through a semi-professional poker career.

**Jodie Jones**, Partnerships Manager at Tony Blair Africa Governance Initiative

Jodie manages partnerships at the Tony Blair Africa Governance Initiative. AGI is pioneering a new approach to development, supporting some of Africa’s leading reformers bridge the gap between their vision for a better future and their governments’ ability to achieve it. Jodie’s background is in youth development and activism, in various roles with VSO, the Staying Alive Foundation, Restless Development and UNA Exchange.

**Hendrik Jordaan**, CEO of 1K1V

Hendrik Jordaan is the President and Chief Executive Officer of One Thousand and One Voices. Mr Jordaan has over 15 years of experience in the field of mergers and acquisitions, private investments and financing, and complex cross-border transactions, most recently as Global Head of the Private Equity Investments & Buyouts Practice at the 1,200 lawyer international law firm of Morrison & Foerster LLP.

**Rebecca Kantar**, CEO of BrightCo LLC

Rebecca Kantar is the Founder and Chief Executive Officer of BrightCo, a startup that connects the world’s top young talent with opportunities. Previously, Rebecca has served as the Chief Executive Officer of Minga, a nonprofit organization dedicated to combating the global child sex trade by harnessing the power of teens. For her leadership, Rebecca was awarded the TIME Magazine and Bentley University Tomorrow25 Award. Rebecca won the Staples/Youth Venture Social Entrepreneurship Competition Grand Prize and delivered a TEDxTalk. Rebecca was selected to serve on U.S. Committee to UNESCO and on the World Humanitarian Council. Rebecca spoke at StartUp Iceland, at Cisco Live to Fortune 100 CIOs, at the Dell Social Innovation Summer Institute, at the Nexus Global Youth Summit, and at The United Nations 11th Annual Day of Youth. Rebecca attended Harvard College and now lives in Boston, Los Angeles and New York City.

**Gray Keller**, Author & Philanthropist

Gray Keller is a thinker, writer, donor advocate and philanthropist. He has a vast education ranging from a doctorate in leadership (Regent University) to degrees in philosophy (University of Arkansas) and theology (Reformed Theological Seminary). He also holds a certificate of professional development form the Wharton School. Dr. Keller serves on several nonprofit boards and is an advisor to the Department of Children and Families for the State of Florida. Dr. Keller recently published “Everyone Wants Your Money: Helping You Navigate Through Philanthropy.” He has travelled the world working on behalf of the poor, widow, orphaned and oppressed as a philanthropic leader. Dr. Keller is a speaker and lecturer at many philanthropy conferences and universities around the world, including but not limited to Georgetown University, Regent University, the University of Stellenbosch, and New York City.
She’s the First and the National Christian Foundation, Orlando.

**Julia Lalla-Maharaj**, Founder & CEO of The Orchid Project

Julia spent 18 years in the corporate sector, specialising in transport policy and communications. She then volunteered in Ethiopia, where she came to understand more about the devastating scale and impacts of female genital cutting (FGC). In 2010, she won a YouTube competition to take an urgent human rights cause to Davos and led a panel discussing how to end FGC. She spent time in Senegal and The Gambia, visiting communities and seeing the incredible change at the grassroots levels, where thousands of communities are choosing to abandon FGC. She then set up Orchid Project with a vision of a world free from female genital cutting. In 2010 Julia was named ‘Influencer of the Year’ by the Directory for Social Change, and in March 2011 she was honoured by the Queen as a ‘Woman Agent of Change’ on Commonwealth Day.

**Alexis Leroy**, Founder of ALLCOT Group LLC

Alexis Leroy founded the ALLCOT Group in 2009, a group of boutique companies with a global range dedicated to carbon credit origination, management, execution, trading and correlatives in both compliance and voluntary market. He is a Next Generation Energy Leaders Committee Member at the World Energy Forum and Chairs the French representation at the G8YGL, a summit to bring together influential, next generation leaders (ages 25 to 45) representing the Group of Eight (G8) to focus on and draw upon the differences of business theories of old, to develop communiques and white papers from the world’s business and philanthropic leaders and to drive policy change surrounding social and economic issues.

**Paul Lister**, Philanthropist & Founder of The European Nature Trust

Paul gained his deep passion for nature and conservation as a result of a childhood visiting wild and obscure places. After 20 years in the furniture business he founded The European Nature Trust (TENT) and created the Alladale Wilderness Reserve in the Scottish Highlands. TENT helps preserve and restore the last remaining areas of wilderness and degraded habitats in Europe. At Alladale he has planted over 800,000 native trees, restored re-saturated drained peat bogs to restore biodiversity, engaged hundreds of local school children, and worked on numerous wildlife programs.

**Eveline Maas**, Next Generation Programme Manager at ABN AMRO Private Wealth Management

Eveline Maas believes that ‘blended value’ of financial and social return is the business model of the future. As an 'intrapreneur' at ABN AMRO Bank she focuses on making the bank’s sustainability strategy as concrete as possible for various client groups, including the Next Generation.

**Heather Malloy**, Co-Chair of Friends of Coalition Against Trafficking in Women International

Ms. Malloy has spent 15 years in financial services, with experience in direct control and non-control private equity investing, structured credit and finance, and fund management. Prior to joining the Allcot Group, where she is a Partner, she was a Principal of Kingsland Capital Management, a $2 billion asset manager specializing in credit. She previously was a Founding Partner of Kaplan Capital, a private investment management firm seeking opportunities in real assets including energy, agriculture, shipping and aircraft, which followed roles as Managing Director at Societe Generale, and a Managing Director of Bear, Stearns & Co. where she served as the portfolio strategist and global head of product management for all Bear, Stearns branded hedge funds. Ms. Malloy has been active in anti-human trafficking and anti-domestic violence causes as a volunteer, impassioned activist, and philanthropist for 20 years.

**Nellie Morris**, Co-Founder of Kantian Advisors

In an effort to bridge the gap between the socially conscious millennial generation and the rest of the more traditional business world, Nellie co-founded Kantian Advisors, a consulting firm that helps companies integrate millennial beliefs, behaviours and social impact focus into their business strategy. Previously, Nellie was in South Africa working for Nexii, an impact investing firm that is launching the world’s first regulated social stock exchange. Nellie’s previous experience includes Student Brand Manager for Red Bull, Student Associate at the Liechtenstein Institute of Self Determination, and intern positions at Clearbrook Financial and Merrill Lynch Global Wealth Management. Furthermore, she is a current board member and founder of Circle of Women at Princeton, an organization working to increase girls’ access to secondary schools. Nellie is also working on
Nations’ Service, a web portal to help students and recent graduates find career opportunities that better fit their passions and serve the public good.

Logan Morris, Advisory Associate at Snowden Capital Advisors LLC
Logan is a member of the advisory group at Snowden Capital Advisors LLC, a boutique wealth advisory firm working with high net worth individuals and families. At Snowden, Logan works with clients to thoroughly understand their personal financial goals, non-financial aspirations, values and concerns in order to identify their objectives and help develop a tailored approach. Bringing knowledge and an extensive network of resources in the social enterprise and impact investment space, Logan also helps clients define how they want to make a difference. Collaborating with fund managers, thought leaders, and impact investors, Logan brings working expertise in the growing impact investment industry and is key in developing Snowden’s impact offering.

Tarek Mouganie, Philanthropist & Trustee of Arms Around The Child UK
Tarek is the CEO and founder of Affinity, a financial institution that provides loans and financial literacy programs to entrepreneurs in Ghana. Prior to setting up Affinity, Tarek was an investment manager at GLG Partners and Man Group, where he managed an equity portfolio then joined the executive management’s strategy team. Tarek started his career as an academic, having completed his PhD in Physics from the University of Cambridge and an engineering degree from Imperial College London. Tarek is also on the board of OneLeap, a social start-up, a trustee of Arms Around the Child and an advisor to Chatham House and Dr Jane Goodall, DBE.

William Muir, CEO of Equal Community Foundation
Will is founder & CEO of Equal Community Foundation, a 30 strong team working to ensure every man in India has the opportunity to study and practice gender equitable behaviour in order to end violence and discrimination against women once and for all. ECF is the only organisation in India dedicated to engaging men through the: 1. design and implementation of practical programmes that engage men 2. researching and documenting strategies for scaling this method, and 3. development a popular movement championing the approach.

Jacobo Peleteiro, Director of European Development of The GREEN Program
Jacobo is currently based in London. Originally from Spain, he moved to the UK to do a BEng mechanical engineering in Nottingham University, then to Brunel London to do his MSc in industrial design. Jacobo is currently working as the European development director for GREEN. During his undergraduate years, he manufactured bicycle frames out of hemp fiber composites to be built in the 3rd world. In his masters, he designed and prototyped a mobile phone charger for bicycles to be marketed in the near future. He is passionate about many subjects but is closer to sustainable development and technology driven social innovation. His long-term dream, yet to fulfill, is to bring social innovation and establish young entrepreneurship as a way to fight youth unemployment in his home country. In his spare time, Jacobo enjoys travelling, trying new sports and restoring old motorbikes in the company of his father.

Fran Perrin, Philanthropist & Founder of The Indigo Trust
Using the power of the internet to catalyse change, the Indigo Trust funds technology-driven projects focusing on innovation, transparency and citizen empowerment. Self-confessed geek Fran founded the Indigo Trust in 1999 whilst she was still at University; since then, she has developed the trust by applying her own extensive knowledge of online and digital media. Indigo has really emerged as an influential leader in the field: Fran herself was named “Philanthropist of the Year” by Spears Wealth Management in 2012. Daughter of Lord David Sainsbury – one of the UK’s most prolific philanthropists – Fran has firmly established her credentials as a truly strategic and effective grantmaker.

Ed Perkins, Directors of Partnership at A Human Right
Edward has worked on issues ranging from homelessness to Canadian First Nation land claims. As an entrepreneur, translator and copywriter, he has spearheaded multilingual awareness initiatives for governments, multinational companies, and political causes. He resides in London, where he splits his time between A Human Right and music production.
Adam Pike, Co-Founder & CEO of Young Philanthropy
Adam’s experience in the private, public and third sector includes leading a national student union, providing operational and strategic support for major corporates on behalf of Deloitte Consulting, and advising government on public service reform as a policy advisor in the Cabinet Office. He now divides his time between his role as CEO of Young Philanthropy, an award-winning social enterprise he co-founded in 2010, and exploring other for-profit ventures.

Richard Reed, Co-Founder of Innocent Smoothies
Richard Reed is the co-founder of innocent, the No.1 smoothie brand in Europe. The business was started in May 1999 by Richard and two friends and has grown in just over 13 years to a turnover of £200 million. Innocent now has over 75% market share in the UK and sells in 15 different countries across Europe, with its products available in every major chain, from Sainsbury’s to Boots to Starbucks. Launched in 1999, innocent has taken on the biggest food and drinks companies in Europe to become the fastest growing food and drinks company in the UK and the number one smoothie brand in the EU, selling over two million pure fruit smoothies each week through over 15,000 outlets. Innocent’s range has expanded to include natural healthy snacks for kids, a refreshing range of premium juices and Veg Pots, a range of quick and tasty fresh vegetable meals. The team has grown from three to 250 people, with offices in London, Paris, Dublin, Copenhagen and Salzburg. As well as co-leading Innocent, Richard sits on the Development Board of Oxfam, is a patron for Peace One Day and is a director of the human rights charity Videre. Richard is also a government advisor on entrepreneurship and has sat on the Small Business Council and on the board of the Department of Energy and Climate Change. Richard and Innocent’s awards include winning E&Y’s Young Entrepreneur of the Year; Britain’s Greatest Business at ITV’s Great Britons Awards; Most Admired Business Leader by Marketing magazine; National Business Awards’ Small/Medium Business of the Year, and Orange Innovative Company of the Year.

Marlon Roudette, Musician & Global Ambassador for EndGame Campaign
Marlon Roudette was born in London and is the son of Cameron McVey, a British music producer, and Vonnie Roudette, a designer and artist from Saint Vincent and the Grenadines. He’s also the stepson of Neneh Cherry. As a young child he moved with his mother and sister to St. Vincent, where he began his music career, and returned to London when he was 18. He was a member of R&B/Hip Hop Act Mattafix. The New Age song “Big City Life” was an international hit topping the charts in Austria, Germany, Italy, New Zealand, Poland and Switzerland. Now the London-based singer is back on the scene with his first solo record “Matter Fixed.” Marlon’s universal music comes straight from the heart and embraces the world. As an ambassador for EndGame: a new Global Campaign to Defeat AIDS, TB, and Malaria, Marlon is using his voice to mobilize the millennial “endgame” generation to take action and create an AIDS-free generation.

Melissa Roussopoulos, Constellations Practitioner
Melissa Roussopoulos is constellations practitioner and researcher, trained to work with both organisational and family systems. She is fascinated by the fact that we are all far more interconnected to each other, and the world around us, than our culture believes – and uses constellations to tap into this network of life and bring insight and healing.

Cameron Saul, Co-Founder of Bottletop Bags
With an extensive background in the fashion industry, Cameron has worked with Mulberry in London, Hugo Boss in Paris and Maurizio Baldassari in Milan. During a gap year spent teaching sexual and reproductive health education for Relentless Development in rural Uganda, Cameron discovered a handbag made from recycled bottle tops. The product became the bestselling centrepiece of The Mulberry Bottletop Campaign, raising vital funds for grass roots education projects and generating incomes for craftsmen in Africa. Cameron co-founded the Bottletop Foundation with his father, Roger (Founder of Mulberry), in 2002 and has continued to build the charity and Bottletop brand through strategic partnerships, diversified fundraising streams and products with an uncompromising focus on quality and design. Cameron launched the music arm of Bottletop through the UK wide ‘Sound Affects’ campaign, sponsored by hotel group Malmaison, in 2005 and the contemporary art arm through the ‘Full Circle’ programme in 2009. Cameron co-founded Bottletop, the ethical luxury fashion company, with Oliver Wayman in 2011.
Robyn Scott, Co-Founder of OneLeap

Robyn Scott is a social entrepreneur and author. She is Managing Director and Co-Founder of OneLeap, a global community of pioneering entrepreneurs, social entrepreneurs and business leaders. She is also Co-Founder of Mothers for All, which teaches entrepreneurship skills to AIDS orphan caregivers. Her first book was about growing up in Botswana against the AIDS epidemic. Her second is the true story of maximum prisoners in South Africa who have adopted orphans. She is an Ambassador for the Access to Medicine Index, a Gates Cambridge Scholar, a World Economic Forum Young Global Leader and in 2012 was named one of WIRED Magazine’s 50 People About to Change the World.

Kiran Sharma, Philanthropist & Managing Director of KIKIT Entertainment

Kiran Sharma is Owner and Managing Director of KIKIT Entertainment, a leading artist management company that also handles events organising and celebrity bookings. She is also the manager of global icon and superstar, Prince. Kiran was born in Luton and grew up in Norwich. Her parents emigrated from India and built a life from scratch for Kiran and her older sister. Kiran serves as a UK Trustee with Arm Around the Child and she also supports Save the Children, Keep a Child Alive and ARK. Kiran’s honest and direct approach to business and her clients have cemented her position as an important figure in the music industry today.

Marcelle Speller, Philanthropist & CEO of Localgiving.com

Founder, Chief Executive and funder of Localgiving.com, social entrepreneur Marcelle Speller has applied her extensive business nous to create a unique platform to help small - often overlooked - local charities and community groups to reach more supporters, raise more money through match-funding models and help more people. Having co-founded Holiday-Rentals.com in 1996, Marcelle sold the company in 2005 and soon turned her attention to philanthropy full-time, even appearing on UK television programme “The Secret Millionaire” to raise awareness of Localgiving.com’s work. Marcelle received an OBE in June 2011 for her extensive work in philanthropy.

Tristram Stuart, Tristram Stuart, Author & Founder of Feed the 5000

Tristram Stuart is the winner of the international environmental award, The Sophie Prize 2011, for his fight against food waste. His latest international prize-winning book, Waste: Uncovering the Global Food Scandal (Penguin, 2009), revealed that a third of the world’s food supply is wasted, and that tackling this problem is one of the simplest ways of reducing pressure on the environment and on global food supplies. Tristram set up Feeding the 5000, the flagship event of a global food waste campaign where 5000 members of the public are given a free lunch using only ingredients that otherwise would have been wasted. Held twice in Trafalgar Square (2009 and 2011), the Feeding the 5000 team have now launched replica events and campaigns internationally, and has now been commissioned to work globally in partnership with the European Commission and the United Nations Environment Program.

Saad Umerani, Director and Founder of Pro Bono Advisory, ValuStrat Consulting

Saad Umerani is a strategy consultant, striving do-gooder & former investment banker. He is the founder of his family business’s CSR arm, ValuStrat Pro Bono Advisory where he advises non-profits free of cost on driving social change and increasing impact. Saad is a pragmatic idealist & a tech enthusiast.
NEXT STEPS

EVALUATION

We need you to help us make the Nexus European Youth Summit even better. Please take the time to complete an evaluation form, also in your Info Pack. To request an electronic version, email: europe@nexusyouthsummit.org.

We want to facilitate greater connections and shared learning, and to tell the stories of your successes. If you start a conversation at the Summit that leads to the creation of a new project, or leads to an existing project receiving funding or getting the support it needs – we want to hear from you! These stories help us demonstrate our impact, develop our work and encourage others to join or support us.

DONATE

In the spirit of generosity and inclusivity, the Nexus European Youth Summit 2013 is a free event. For those who are able, we are asking participants to help us cover the costs of producing the event by making a discretionary and confidential donation.

All donations are made to our parent organization, a registered charity in the USA, hence tax incentives are available US tax payers.

If you do donate, please use reference USA099.

Account name: Search for Common Ground
Bank: Suntrust Bank
Account number: 1000027921708
ABA/routing number: 061000104
Swift number: SNTRUS3A

UK tax payers may donate via our give.net page, enabling us to benefit from a government contribution of an extra 25% via Gift Aid: give.net/nexuseurope.
STAY INVOLVED

LEARNING TOUR RWANDA

As a growing global youth movement, Nexus is developing year-round local programming. From 9-16 June 2013, we are hosting our first tour, a "learning journey" providing a transformative experience designed to inspire greater generosity, wiser investing, and deeper empathy. We will visit top social entrepreneurs and representatives from government, business and NGOs. For more information email Rachel Cohen Gerrol: rachelg@nexusyouthsummit.org.

SALONS

Our Salon series of events, already begun in several US cities, convenes young wealth holders and social entrepreneurs and consists of inspirational speakers, interactive workshops, and informal networking.

SAVE THE DATE! The first Nexus Zürich Salon will be on 18 June 2013, 6pm-8pm, at the Twenty Five Hours Hotel, Pfingstweidstrasse 102, 8005 Zürich. Participation is free and by invitation only. For information contact Alessandra Gregg, Coordinator of Nexus Zürich: alessandra@nexusyouthsummit.org.

IN YOUR CITY! In addition to London and Zürich, Nexus Europe will be hosting Nexus Salons in Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Istanbul, Madrid, Milan, Moscow, and Paris. For more information or to get involved contact James Hurrell, Director of Nexus Europe: james@nexusyouthsummit.org.

GLOBAL YOUTH SUMMIT 2013

The third annual Nexus Global Youth Summit will convene at the United Nations in New York City, 24-27 July 2013. Participation is free and by invitation only. To recommend a speaker please email: speakers@nexusyouthsummit.org. For more information see our website, nexusyouthsummit.org or email: info@nexusyouthsummit.org
SPONSORS

The Nexus European Youth Summit 2013 was made possible by the generous support of our sponsors:

**ABN AMRO PRIVATE BANK**

At ABN AMRO we believe in taking a sustainable approach to banking. We see an increased demand for sustainable products and services and are systematically integrating sustainability into our strategy, core processes and offering. As a bank we can act as a partner, advisor and facilitator. ABN AMRO’s Next Generation Programme offers insights on family business succession, wealth-related areas and impact investing. By partnering with Nexus we aim to support the development of the social impact sector.

[abnamroprivatebanking.com/next-gen](https://www.abnamroprivatebanking.com/next-gen)

**PICTET**

Founded in 1805 in Geneva, Pictet is today one of Europe’s largest privately held banks and the leading independent asset management specialist in Europe, with EUR 328 billion in assets under management and custody. Pictet has 3,200 employees with a global presence of 23 offices. The Bank is organised as a limited partnership, a ninth generation business with its own next generation program. Through Nexus we aspire to further develop our understanding of the needs of the next generation.

[pictet.com](https://www.pictet.com)

**UNITED NATIONS FOUNDATION**

The United Nations Foundation connects people, ideas and resources to help the United Nations solve global problems. We build partnerships, grow constituencies, mobilize resources and advocate policy changes to support the UN’s work for individual and global progress. We pride ourselves on being innovative and emphasize the important role that new technology, digital media and social enterprise play in helping to solve the world’s biggest challenges. By partnering with Nexus we hope to connect with new young global innovators and inspire them to help us tackle the largest issues facing the world today.

[unfoundation.org](https://www.unfoundation.org)

**THE CLUBHOUSE**

The Clubhouse is a luxurious and professional space that offers a creative environment where business gets done, and professional relationships can grow and flourish, designed around the needs of today’s business people and entrepreneurs. The Clubhouse, London’s premium business club, lounge and meeting space is proud to be hosting the Nexus European Youth Summit, and is pleased to support the work that Nexus does in promoting philanthropy and social entrepreneurship.

[theclubhouselondon.com](https://www.theclubhouselondon.com)
NEXUS TEAM

G. Ryan Ansin, Thematic Issues Coordinator of Nexus
Hazami Barmada, Regional Director of Nexus Middle East
Perry Bindelglass, Chief Photographer for Nexus
Victor Bogachev, Coordinator of Nexus Moscow
Benjamin Cart, Social Media Coordinator of Nexus
Sebastian Carducci, Co-Coordinator of Nexus Mexico
Ada Chirapaisarnkul, Co-Coordinator of Nexus Thailand
Kyungsun Chung, Co-Coordinator of Nexus Korea
Amanda Cole, Strategic Media Coordinator of Nexus
HRH Prince Cedza Dlamini, Regional Director of Nexus Africa
Laisha T. Dougherty, Public Outreach Coordinator of Nexus
Kara M. Filipp, Global Operations Coordinator of Nexus
Rachel Cohen Gerrol, Co-Founder & Global Curator of Nexus
Alessandra Gregg, Coordinator of Nexus Zurich
Lorena Guillé-Laris, Co-Coordinator of Nexus Mexico
James Hurrell, Regional Director of Nexus Europe
Abbie Jung, Coordinator of Nexus China
Justin Kidong Kim, Co-Coordinator of Nexus Korea
Fikile Nkambule, Regional Operations Coordinator of Nexus Africa
Tara Singh, Coordinator of Nexus India
Elaine Smith, Coordinator of Nexus Brazil
Jonathan Swerdlin, New York Coordinator
Dr. Aron Ping D’Souza, Coordinator of Nexus Australia
Kalu Ugwuomo, North American Regional Coordinator of Nexus Africa
Ola Vea, Coordinator of Nexus Scandinavia
Jonah Wittkamper, Co-Founder & Global Director of Nexus

NEXUS ADVISORS

HRH Prince Fahad bin Faisal Al-Saud
HRH Princess Reema Bint Bandar Bin Sultan Bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud, President & CEO of Alfa International
Kate Amore, Director of Changing Our World
Ruma Bose
Alexandra Peterson Cart, Co-Founder of Madeira Global
Amir Dossal, Founder & Chairman of Global Partnerships Forum
Chris Ergen, Director of Technical Partnerships at A Human Right
Leah Hunt-Hendrix
HH Princess Khaliya Aga Khan
John Kluge, Co-Founder of Eirene
Margarita Kogan
Shawn Landres, Co-Founder of Jumpstart
Justin H. McAuliffe, Founder of Alliance of Sustainable Luxury Hotels
Charles Meyer
Michael M. Milstein
Jenna Nicholas, Co-Founder of Phoenix Global Impact & Senior Vice-President of Social Capital for Gridshare
Wyatt Rockefeller
Zac Russell, Board Member of Russell Family Foundation
Paula Senna Lalli
Liesel Pritzker Simmons, Co-Founder & Principal of Blue Haven Initiative
Ian Simmons, Co-Founder & Principal of Blue Haven Initiative
Joshua Thomas, CEO of crowdMGMT
Mary Ann Thompson-Frenk, President & Co-Chair of Memnosyne Foundation
Ana Lucia de Mattos Barretto Villela, President & Founder of Alana Institute